Introduction: Radical prostatectomy (RP) is a common surgical procedure with a risk of postoperative erectile dysfunction and urinary incontinence. There is a need for data on RP as a basis for quality assurance and benchmarking.
T A B L E 1 Capture of variables in the prostatectomy in Sweden (PiS) Data in NPCR are collected by the use of four forms: a diagnostic form with information on diagnostic characteristics, primary treatment and work-up form with information on subsequent work-up and medical treatment and two separate treatment forms for curatively intended procedures, one for radiotherapy and one for prostatectomy (PiS). The aim of this paper was to describe the content of the PiS form.
| PiS form
Two versions of a PiS form has been in use since January 2015, a shorter version with 60 variables and an extensive version with 83
variables. The version that is used is determined by each reporting department. (12) 814 (100) 2171 (100) Antithrombotic prophylaxis prescribed-dose (12) 813 (99.9) 2105 (96.9) Antithrombotic prophylaxis prescribed-number of days (12) 809 ( Table S1 .
These data are subsequently reported online at the secured (Table S2) .
Men reported with a PiS form only were more frequently operated in the metropolitan areas of Västra Götaland and Stockholm where a high proportion of RP's are performed in private clinics, and these men were younger and had more often undergone a robotassisted radical prostatectomy (RARP).
Overall, 2440 (79%) of the prostatectomies were performed as primary treatment and 570 (18%) after an initial period of active surveillance.
A total of 2605 (84%) RP's were performed as RARP and 491 (16%) were performed as retropubic radical prostatectomy (RRP) ( Note: Limited lymph node dissection (LND): LND performed at the level of the obturator fossa including the obturatory nerve area; Extended LND: extended to the presacral region; Upgrading: defined as a GGG (Gleason Grade Group) at pathological specimen of radical prostatectomy higher than the GGG in biopsies; Upstaging: tumor diagnosed as a T1a/b, T1c or T2 preoperatively that was found to be a pT3a, pT3b or pT4 at examination of RP specimen or a T3 tumor at diagnosis is found to be a pT4 or N0 preoperatively found that had N1 disease at examination of RP specimen. Abbreviations: RARP, robot-assisted radical prostatectomy; RRP, retropubic radical prostatectomy. 
| DISCUSSION
The introduction of a national registration of radical prostatectomy in a clinical cancer register shows that such a registration is feasible even without being mandated by law. We believe these registers will become useful tools for quality assurance and benchmarking. Rapid feedback to health care providers is necessary and public, transparent reporting is necessary to achieve the optimal impact of such data. 8 
| CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to collect detailed data on cancer characteristics, case mix, case load, surgical method, and technical aspects of the performance of radical prostatectomy in a nationwide, populationbased register. Rapidly and transparently reported, these data are useful tools for quality assurance.
